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Chapter 9 – A Conscious Universe 
We ended the last chapter with the Subject Irreducibility Problem, which arises from the 

plausibility of the thesis that we can’t analyse what it is for there to be a conscious subject in 

more fundamental terms. Once we accept Phenomenal Transparency and anti-functionalism 

– the core premises in the anti-physicalist argument of the first half of this book – I think we 

have very good grounds for accepting the irreducibility of subjects. And once we accept the 

irreducibility of subjects, we cannot make sense of the grounding by analysis of subjects in 

micro-level facts. 

One might be tempted at this point to give up on constitutive Russellian monism. If subjects 

are irreducible, then it’s hard to see how they could be grounded in more fundamental 

facts. Emergentism seems to be the only option. Perhaps this is where we will end up. But in 

this chapter I want to explore the potential of an alternative form of constitutive grounding, 

which I will call ‘grounding by subsumption’. The hope is that if we understand constitutive 

grounding in terms of grounding by subsumption rather than grounding by analysis, we 

might find a coherent way to make sense of the grounding of conscious subjects, and 

thereby render coherent some form of constitutive Russellian monism.  

9.1 Grounding by subsumption 

Grounding by subsumption is in the first instance a relation between entities, in a broad 

sense of word ‘entity’ to include any kind of wordly thing: individuals, properties, events, 

states of affairs, etc. We can define it as follows: 

Entity X grounds by subsumption entity in Y iff (i) X grounds Y, (ii) X is a unity of 

which Y is an aspect.1 

I take unity and aspect to be primitives not admitting of more fundamental analysis. As with 

the other primitive employed throughout this book – consciousness, grounding, 

metaphysical analysis – the best way to get a grip on the notion is through examples. Here 

are four: 

                                                      
1 I am grateful to Greg Miller for making me see the importance of explicitly specifying in the definition that 
there is a grounding relationship. 
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9.1.1 Grounding by subsumption of experiences 

In some sense an experience has ‘parts’; my current experience, for example, involves visual 

experience of colours, auditory experiences of sounds, emotional experiences of joy. One 

view is that one’s total experience is a composite event of having many partial experiences, 

or perhaps of having many partial experiences related in a certain way. An alternative to this 

‘bottom-up’ analysis of total experience, to my mind more plausible, is the view that what is 

more fundamental is the total experience: the total experience is a unity of which the 

experiential parts are aspects. If you can even make sense of the latter view, then you can 

make sense of the thesis that partial experiences are grounded by subsumption in total 

experiences.2 

9.1.2 Grounding by subsumption of hue, saturation and lightness in colour 

A specific shade of orange, call it ‘orange 7’, involves red hue and yellow hue, as well as a 

certain degree of saturation and a certain degree of lightness. One might suppose that that 

orange 7 is a composite property, made up of red hue, yellow hue, such and such a degree 

of saturation, and such and such a degree of lightness. Alternately, one might take orange 7 

to be a unified property, of which those constituents are aspects. If you can even make 

sense of the latter view, you can make sense of the thesis that instances of hue, saturation 

and lightness are grounded by subsumption in instances of colour.3 

9.1.3 Grounding by subsumption of properties in states of affairs 

It is an old philosophical conundrum what to say about the relationship between an object 

and its properties, for example, between a given electron E and negative charge. A natural 

first move is to postulate the relation of instantiation to ‘glue’ E and negative charge 

together. But the mere postulation of the instantiation relation is not sufficient to ground 

the fact that E is negatively charged; E, negative charge and the electron could all exist 

without it being the case that E is negatively charged, for example if the instantiation 

relation related negative charge to some other entity. Perhaps then we need to postulate a 

third relation, instantiation*, to relate E, negative charge and instantiation. But of course 

                                                      
2 Brentano (1874/1973) and Bayne & Chalmers (2003) defend views in this ballpark.  
3 I am grateful to Angela Mendelovici for offering me this example of grounding by subsumption. We could 
also consider these options with respect to the experiential qualities involved in colour experiences, which 
arguably involve experiential equivalents of hue, saturation and lightness.   
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just as the mere postulation of instantiation does not guarantee that it relates E and 

negative charge, so the mere postulation of instantiation* does not guarantee that it relates 

E, negative charge and instantiation. No matter how many relations we postulate, they will 

never add up to the unity of the fact that E is negatively charged. This notorious difficulty 

has become known in recent times as ‘Bradley’s regress.’4  

A plausible solution to this problem, defended in slightly different ways by C. B. Martin, E. J. 

Lowe and D. M. Armstrong, is to start with the unity of the fact.5 What is fundamental is not 

objects and properties, somehow glued together, but objects-having-properties (you have to 

say it really quickly!). To express the view with a theological metaphor, when God created 

the fact that E has negative charge, She didn’t create E, then negative charge, and then stick 

them together; rather she created e-having-negative-charge. The state of affairs of e-

having-negative-charge is a fundamental unity, of which negative charge, and the 

substratum which bears negative charge (what Armstrong calls ‘the thin particular’) are 

aspects.6 If you can even make sense of this view, you can make sense of properties and 

substrata being grounded by subsumption in states of affairs.7 

9.1.4 Grounding by subsumption of regions of space in the whole of space 

The central debate in philosophy of space is that between substantivialists and relationists. 

Substantivilists believe that at the fundamental level space (or spacetime, or regions of 

space/spacetime) exists as an entity(s) in its own right. Again, a theological metaphor can 

help make things clear. According to standard substantivalism, prominently defended by 

                                                      
4 The worry is rooted in Bradley’s famous regress argument against the possibility of external relations (Bradley 
1935: 643; van Inwagen 1993: 35–6).  
5 Martin 1980, Lowe 2000, Armstrong 1997.  
6 The term ‘aspect’ is not always explicit in the way Martin, Armstrong and Lowe describe these views. Martin 
talks about the properties and the substratum being ‘about’ the object, which seems to be what I am getting 
at with the word ‘aspect’. All three characterise properties as what we are aware of when we ‘partially 
consider’, adopting Locke’s terminology. But partial consideration is an epistemological notion; the reality 
which we are aware when we partially consider is an aspect.  
7 Martin does not talk about states of affairs, but describes the object as property-bearer-properties-borne, 
which sounds to me more like a state of affairs than an object. Lowe modifies Martin’s view by identifying – 
rightly in my view – the property bearer with the object. But he nonetheless seems to hold that the properties 
are aspects of the object. I find this view hard to make sense of for two reasons. Firstly, if the properties are 
aspects of, but do not exhaust, the being of the object, then there must be some other aspect to the being of 
the object. But it’s hard to see what that could be if not a substratum. Secondly, it seems wrong to say that the 
properties are aspects of the property bearer. For these reasons, I prefer Armstrong’s version of the view 
(although I also find problems with it, which I hope to deal with in future work). In any case, any of these views 
will do for the purpose of illustrating a case of grounding by subsumption. 
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Isaac Newton, when God created the world She first created space – the Great Container, as 

it were – and then created the things in space, such as stars and planets.8 For the relationist 

in contrast, God’s only task was to create the stars, planets, etc., and ensure that they bear 

certain spatiotemporal relationships to each other. Facts about space are grounded in facts 

about concrete entities and the relationships between them. Leibniz famously challenged 

Newton not only on the matter of which of them first came up with calculus, but also by 

defending relationism (although in a non-materialist form). 

Substantivilists face the following question: Are facts about larger regions of space 

grounded in facts about smaller regions or vice versa? The substantivilist could hold that 

certain very small regions of space are the fundamental building blocks of reality, and that 

space as a whole is built up from such ‘spatial atoms.’ Alternatively she might take the 

whole of space to be a fundamental unity, and take specific regions of space to be aspects of 

this fundamental unity. In so far as you can make sense of this view – call it ‘holistic 

substantivilism’ – you can make sense of regions of space being grounded by subsumption 

in the whole of space.  

Super-substantivilism is the view that (i) space (or spacetime, or regions of space/spacetime) 

is an entity in its own right, and that (ii) material objects are identical to regions of 

space/spacetime.9 Regions of space we think of as ‘filled’ may be very different from regions 

we think of as ‘empty’, which is presumably because they have quite different properties. 

But in both cases the bearer of the properties is the region of space itself, not some distinct 

object contained within the region. As Jonathan Schaffer puts it, properties are ‘pinned’ 

directly to space itself.10 We could perhaps identify material objects with mass-instantiating 

regions of space.11 

Consider the combination of holistic substantivilism and super-substantivilism. Such a view 

would be a form of what Jonathan Schaffer calls ‘priority monism’, the view that there is 

only one fundamental individual. For the holistic supersubstantivilist, material objects are 

                                                      
8 Schaffer 2009b casts doubt on the conventional wisdom that Newton was a substantivilist.  
9 We might also construe super-substantivilism as the view that facts about material objects are grounded in 
facts about space or spacetime.  
10 Schaffer 2009b. 
11 The term ‘super-substantivilism’ comes from Sklar 1974. See Skow 2005 and Schaffer 2009b for extended 
discussion and defence of super-substantivilism. 
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identical with regions of space, and regions of space are aspects of space a whole. Thus all 

being is ultimately derived from the fundamental unity that is space considered as a whole. 

What are the properties of this one fundamental object? One plausible proposal is 

distributional properties, of the kind we discussed in characterising fusionism in chapter 6 

(holistic super-substantivilism could be thought of as fusionism blown up to the level of the 

whole universe).12 To remind ourselves: distributional properties are properties which 

concern how an object is spatially filled in, e.g. being polka-dotted, being striped. We 

naturally think of distributional properties of an object as non-fundamental, grounded in the 

properties of its proper parts, e.g. we tend to think that the carpet is red polka-dotted 

because certain little round bits of it are coloured red whilst surrounding areas have a 

different colour. Conceivably though, the ontological priority could go the other way 

around. It could be that the carpet has the primitive property of being red polka-dotted, and 

in virtue of this the smaller parts of the carpet are coloured as they are.13 

Now imagine a universe with a nice tidy polka-dotted distribution of mass throughout space. 

As with the carpet example considered above, we might naturally assume that a universe 

with a polka-dotted distribution of mass has that distribution in virtue of having mass-

instantiated regions arranged in a neat polka-dotted pattern. But it is coherent to suppose 

that the ontological priority goes the other way: space is a fundamental unity with a 

fundamental distributional property of having a polka-dotted distribution of mass; and the 

mass instantiating regions, together with their mass, are aspects of this fundamental unity. 

If you can even make sense of this view, then you can make sense of regions of space and 

their properties being grounded by subsumption in the whole of space and its distributional 

properties. 

9.1.5 What is an aspect? 

What unifies all four cases? We reach the core of the notion of an aspect when we allow for 

the possibility that fundamental entities can be structured rather than homogeneous blobs, 

and we reflect on what is required for that to be the case. So long as a fundamental entity is 

                                                      
12 Parsons 2004. Schaffer favours the view that the properties of the one fundamental object are distributional 
properties, although he also offers two alternatives (Schaffer 2010c: 59-60). 
13 Parsons (2004) thinks of extended objects distributional properties as lacking parts, but I find it hard to make 
sense of the idea of a structured object that lacks constituents of any kind. 
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structured, it will involve various constituents, which can be considered in isolation from the 

whole, but which are (at least contingently) dependent for their existence on the whole of 

which they are constituents. This is precisely what I mean by my talk of ‘aspects’.14 

In some cases aspects are incomplete beings – ‘unsaturated’ to use Frege’s term – such that 

we cannot capture the essence of the aspect without reference to the whole of which it is 

an aspect.15 This is plausibly the case with respect to the view that properties and substrata 

are aspects of states of affairs, and the view that hues are aspects of colours. We need not 

suppose, however, that all aspects are unsaturated beings. Suppose that my current 

experience of red is an aspect of my whole conscious experience. It is nonetheless possible 

that that very red experience might have exhausted my entire experience, and in that 

counterfactual scenario it would (or at least could) not have been an aspect of anything else. 

(Conversely, my whole current actual experience might have been subsumed in a more 

expansive experience). Or suppose that a given region of space R is an aspect of the whole 

of space. This is compatible with there being a possible world in which R is a fundamental 

entity in its own right. (Conversely, the thesis that our space is fundamental is compatible 

with there being a possible world in which our space is subsumed in a more expansive 

space). The fact that an entity happens to be subsumed in a more expansive entity is 

compatible with its being a complete unity in its own right.16 

9.1.6 Free lunch without analysis 

We can draw two morals from this discussion of grounding by subsumption. Firstly, cases of 

grounding by subsumption involve an ontological free lunch; it is in the nature of an aspect 

that it is nothing over and above the unity of which it is an aspect. If my experience of red is 

an aspect of my total visual experience, then my experience of red is nothing over and 

above my total visual experience. If property instances are aspects of states of affairs, then 

                                                      
14 I do not mean to say that non-fundamental entities cannot have aspects; just that the core of the notion is 
most clear when we reflect on the case of structured fundamental entities. 
15 Frege 1951. 
 
16 This point becomes important when we get to the grounding by subsumption of conscious subjects. Brian 
Cutter (2016) has (pre-emptively!) criticised my view on the grounds that Revelation entails that we would 
know if conscious states were metaphysically derivative. Indeed I have myself previously argued against 
constitutive Russellian monism along these lines (Goff 2010a). If we can make sense of certain entities being 
aspects contingently, then this worry goes away, as an entity’s status as aspect or non-aspect might not be 
part of its nature.  
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property instances are nothing over and above states of affairs. If region R is an aspect of 

the whole of space S, then R is nothing over and above S. Grounding by subsumption clearly 

satisfies the Free Lunch Constraint outlined in chapter 2, the requirement that sense be 

made of the ontological free lunch without appeal to identity. 

Secondly, and crucial for our purposes, securing this ontological free lunch does not require 

analysis of grounded entities in more fundamental terms. It is only because we can analyse 

what is essentially required for there to be a party in terms of facts about revellers, that 

facts about parties are nothing over and above facts about specific revellers. It is only 

because we can analyse what is essentially required for there to be a table in terms of facts 

about patterns of penetration resistance among regions of space, that facts about tables are 

nothing over and above the facts of fundamental physics.17 However, in the above examples 

of grounding by subsumption, the ontological free lunch would be secured even if the less 

fundamental entities are irreducible. Suppose what it is for something to experience red 

cannot be analysed in more fundamental terms. It could nonetheless be that my experience 

of red is an aspect of my total visual experience, and hence my experience of red is nothing 

over and above my total visual experience. Suppose what it is for there to be an R-shaped 

region of space cannot be analysed in more fundamental terms. It could nonetheless be that 

a given R-shaped region R is an aspect of space as a whole S, and if so R is nothing over and 

above S. In such cases the aspect is irreducibly subsumed in a more expansive whole.  

Perhaps certain aspects do admit of analysis, but this is not required in order to secure an 

ontological free lunch. It is the notion of an aspect that secures the free lunch, leaving 

analysis without any work to do.   

We turn now to the question of whether this form of grounding can help us make sense of 

the grounding of conscious subjects.  

9.2 Subject subsumption and the decombination problem 

Grounding by analysis requires that less fundamental entities admit of analysis. This method 

of securing the ontological free lunch ran into trouble when it came to the grounding of 

subjects, given Subject Irreducibility (the thesis that the existence of a given subject S 

                                                      
17 To be more precise: table-shaped objects (see section 2.2.2). 
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cannot be analysed into facts not involving the existence of S). As noted above, grounding 

by subsumption does not require that less fundamental entities admit of analysis. The hope, 

as the reader might by now have anticipated, is that grounding by subsumption offers a way 

of grounding conscious subjects that is compatible with their irreducibility. 

What I would like to examine, then, is whether we can make sense of following: 

Subject-Subsumption – Each state of affairs of a particular o-conscious subject 

bearing certain experiential properties is grounded by subsumption in some more 

expansive unity. 

It is natural to ask what the nature of the more expansive entity could be. Could it perhaps 

be another experience? Can we make sense of the idea of one experiencing subject being an 

aspect of another? We could imagine the following toy example (in which states of affairs 

are referred to by sentences in curly brackets): 

Subject-Subsumption Scenario – {subject BIG feeling pain, anxiety and experiencing 

red} grounds by subsumption {subject LITTLE1 feeling pain}, {LITTLE2 feeling anxious}, 

and {subject LITTLE3 experiencing red}. 

In the Subject-Subsumption Scenario, the state of affairs of BIG having such and such 

experience is a fundamental unity, of which the LITTLE subjects and their experiential 

properties are aspects. Each subjects exists, and has the experience is has, in virtue of the 

facts that BIG exists having the experience it has. In the first instance I will assume that BIG 

is a ‘pure’ subject, i.e. a Cartesian mind whose nature is exhausted by consciousness.  

Analogues of the subject-summing problems we considered in chapter 7 reoccur in this 

context; except that we are now trying to ground parts in wholes rather than wholes in 

parts. Instead of a ‘combination problem’, we have a ‘decombination problem’.18 Itay Shani 

has suggested that an analogue of Coleman’s anti-subject-summing argument is at the heart 

of the decombination problem.19 As I said in in chapter 7, I believe the problem with 

Coleman’s argument is that he assumes without warrant that the fact that subject X 

constitutively grounds subject Y entails that X is phenomenally present, i.e. ‘shows up’, in the 

                                                      
18 Miri Albahari (Forthcoming) uses this term. Chalmers (2015) calls it the ‘decomposition problem’, and 
Nagasawa & Wager 2016 call it the ‘derivation problem’. 
19 Shani 2015. 
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experience of subject Y. In the context of subject-subsumption, this assumption is not only 

unwarranted but false: LITTLE1 is grounded in BIG in virtue of being an aspect of BIG; it does 

not follow that BIG is phenomenally present within LITTLE1.  

It is more likely that what Shani has in mind is not that BIG should be phenomenally present 

in LITTLE1, but that LITTLE1 should be phenomenally present in BIG. One might pose the 

following Coleman-esque argument against the coherence of the Subject-Subsumption 

Scenario: 

LITTLE1‘s point of view is a matter of its having pain-to-the-exclusion-of-all-else; this 

point of view is not an aspect of BIG’s point of view, as the latter experiences pain 

co-consciously with anxiety and redness. 

I am not persuaded that this argument has force. Consider the following parody, against the 

possibility that an object X which has 4 grams of mass could have a part Y that has 2 grams 

of mass: 

Y has 2 grams of mass and no more; hence Y cannot be a constituent of X, as X has 

more than 2 grams of mass. 

Clearly this is not a good argument. Why is it any different in the case of the Subject-

Summing Scenario? What it’s like to be LITTLE1 is given by the fact that it has pain and no 

other conscious states. Why can’t that point of view – limited in itself – be an aspect of a 

more expansive point of view? The idea of one conscious mind being an aspect of another 

conscious mind is something we find difficult to make sense of. But is there an argument 

that it is incoherent? 

I think a more worrying threat to the coherence of the Subject-Subsumption Scenario comes 

from a conceivability argument analogous to the anti-subjects-summing conceivability 

argument also considered in chapter 7: 

The anti-subject-subsumption conceivability argument 

Premise 1 – ‘{BIG feeling pain, anxiety and experiencing red} obtains in the absence 

of {LITTLE1 feeling pain}’ is conceivably true. (We can infer this from the CIS principle 

discussed in chapter 7) 
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Premise 2 – If BIG and X are conceived of as pure subjects, ‘{BIG feeling pain, anxiety 

and experiencing red} obtains in the absence of {LITTLE1 feeling pain}’, is a 

transparent sentence. 

Premise 3 –Transparency Conceivability Principle (TCP) – If a transparent sentence is 

conceivably true, then it’s possibly true. 

Conclusion 1 – Therefore, ‘{BIG feeling pain, anxiety and experiencing red} obtains in 

the absence of {LITTLE1 feeling pain}’ is possibly true. 

Premise 4 – Necessitation: If fact/entity X grounds Y, then necessarily if X 

exists/obtains then Y exists/obtains. 

Conclusion 2 – Therefore, it’s not the case that {BIG feeling pain, anxiety and 

experiencing red} grounds {LITTLE1 feeling pain}.20  

Just as in the case of conceivability combination problem, to avoid the conceivability 

decombination problem, I think we need to admit some nature beyond consciousness into 

the grounding base. In the case of the combination problem I suggested adding spatial 

relations with a noumenal deep nature. But with respect to the decombination problem our 

fundamental fact involves just a single entity, and hence adding more nature to the 

fundamental fact will involve adding some intrinsic nature to the fundamental entity over 

and above its consciousness, i.e. supposing that it is an impure subject.  

Return again to the hypothesis considered in chapter 7 that consciousness is one aspect of a 

more expansive property, a property we called ‘consciousness+’; consciousness+ enfolds 

experiential and non-experiential aspects in a single unified property. If the subject BIG 

being conceived of in the Subject-Grounding-Scenario is taken to be an impure subject, 

instantiating consciousness+ rather than consciousness, then we are not conceiving of it in 

terms of its complete nature when we conceive of it merely as a bearer of consciousness. In 

this case, the sentence ‘{BIG feeling pain, anxiety and experiencing red} obtains in the 

absence of {LITTLE1 feeling pain}’ is not a transparent sentence, and hence the move from 

the conceivability to possibility is blocked. 

                                                      
20 A similar conceivability argument is given in Chalmers 2015. I am grateful to David Pitt and David Chalmers 
for persuading me of the soundness of this kind of argument. Having said that, it’s kind of annoying, as I had 
initially hoped that cosmopsychism avoided altogether this kind of concern ;-) 
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We are thus lead to consider the following possibility:  

Consciousness+ Subject-Subsumption – {subject X bearing such and such 

consciousness+ properties} grounds by subsumption {Subject Y bearing such and 

such experiential properties}21 

This proposal entails significant degree of noumenalism about fundamental reality. The 

attraction of a pure form of panpsychism, according to which the only intrinsic properties 

are forms of consciousness, is that the general form of fundamental reality is transparently 

known to us. But in so far as we lack a positive conception of the non-experiential aspects of 

consciousness+, we lack a general understanding of the deep nature of matter. The spatial 

relations response to the subject-summing problem adopted in chapter 7 already involved 

us in a certain degree of noumenalism, but only concerning relational properties.   

Would it be an option to adopt a panprotopsychist, rather than a panpsychist, conception of 

subject-subsumption? 

Panprotopsychist Subject-Subsumption – {subject X bearing such and such proto-

phenomenal properties} grounds by subsumption {subject Y bearing such and such 

experiential properties}. 

Panprotopsychist subject-subsumption doesn’t seem to me to be coherent, at least once we 

accept that conscious subjects are irreducible. It seems self-evident that if there is an entity 

X which has an experiencing mind as an irreducible aspect of its nature, then X must itself be 

an experiencing mind. I am not here committing the fallacy of composition: clearly 

something can have a part which is conscious without itself being conscious, e.g. a wall 

made up of living human beings has conscious parts but might not itself be conscious. But 

for an entity E to have a unified nature of which one aspect is a consciously experiencing 

mind M, is for E’s unified nature to incorporate M within itself. And surely E cannot 

incorporate a conscious mind within its nature without itself being conscious.  

I think therefore we are left with consciousness+ subject-subsumption as the only coherent 

way of making sense of the grounding by subsumption of conscious subjects. The element 

                                                      
21 Of course we might also suppose that the less fundamental subjects are bearers of consciousness+, and I am 
inclined to think this, for reasons pertaining to mental causation which I discuss below. But this is not required 
to block the Anti-Subject-Subsumption Conceivability Argument. 
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of noumenalism is of course not epistemically ideal; it would be nice to have a picture of the 

world with all, or as many gaps as possible, filled in. But, to return to a much repeated 

theme of this book, we must remind ourselves that as naturally evolved creatures there is 

no reason to expect that all of nature’s secrets will be laid bare to us. The collective 

forgetting that physical science records only causal structure has made us overoptimistic 

about what we are capable of.  

Moreover, we perhaps have good reason, independently of the need to make sense of the 

grounding of conscious subjects, to suppose that conscious subjects are not pure. I will 

below argue for Power Realism, the thesis that laws of nature are grounded in the causal 

powers of objects. And yet the categorical nature of a conscious state does not seem to 

essentially involve causal power, as evidenced by the fact that epiphenomenalism is 

coherent. If direct phenomenal concepts reveal the essence of our conscious states, and yet 

do not reveal our conscious states to essentially involve causal power, how can we avoid the 

conclusion that our conscious states are epiphenomenal?22 

This is a very deep problem, but the consciousness+ hypothesis can perhaps help us with it. 

For the believer in consciousness+ can hold that although in and of itself consciousness does 

not ground causal power, it is an aspect of a property – consciousness+ – that does ground 

causal power. For example, my pain might be an aspect of pain+, such that if one had a 

transparent conception of pain+ it would be apparent that it grounds certain causal powers. 

(Doesn’t this mean that it is pain+ which does the causal work, dragging pain along as an 

epiphenomenal dead weight? I feel this worry, but the hope is that as an aspect of pain+ 

pain makes an essential causal contribution, but that this contribution can be discerned only 

when pain+ as a whole is transparently conceived of).23  

Even if all this works out, one might wonder what the advantage is of grounding subjects by 

subsumption, if it we end up knee deep in noumenalism just as we were in earlier chapters. 

In what sense has turning to grounding by subsumption allowed us to make progress? The 

                                                      
22 Pereboom (2011, 2015) raises a related worry about whether micro-phenomenal properties are able to 
ground pure physical dispositions. 
23 The problem would also be solved, without a commitment to consciousness+, if we adopted the Armstrong-
Dretske-Tooley view of ‘strong laws.’ For we could then say that the causal powers of conscious states flow not 
from their essential nature alone, but from their essential nature in conjunction with the contingent strong 
laws. I am persuaded by the arguments in Strawson 1987 that entities that lack an essentially powerful nature 
are as incoherent as entities exhausted by powers, but I don’t have space to discuss these arguments here. 
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point is that our other strategy for grounding subjects – grounding by analysis – is simply not 

an option, given the irreducibility of subjects. Because grounding by subsumption does not 

require non-fundamental entities to admit of analysis, it offers us a way of accounting for 

the grounding of subjects consistent with their irreducibility. Put simply: we have good 

reason to rule out the possibility that subjects are grounded by analysis, but we have no 

good reason to rule out the possibility that subjects are grounded by subsumption. We can’t 

entirely make sense to ourselves of the thesis that subjects are grounded by subsumption, 

but we have no reason to think it’s impossible. 

But do we need to think that subjects are grounded at all? Why not adopt the emergentist 

view that the irreducibility of subjects seems to point us towards? Towards the end of this 

chapter I will try to answer this question. But for the moment let us explore what view 

results if we do suppose that human and animal subjects are grounded by subsumption. 

9.3 Cosmopsychism 

Most of the discussion of this book has been framed against a background assumption of 

smallism: the view that the fundamental building blocks of reality exist at the micro-level, 

and hence that all facts are grounded in micro-level facts.24 To return to our theological 

metaphor, according to smallism God created the world by creating certain micro-level 

components and relating them in certain ways. Everything that is – tables, people, planets 

and stars – exists and is the way it is because its micro-level parts exist and are the way they 

are.  

Smallism fits naturally with a grounding by analysis conception of constitutive grounding. On 

such a view, the micro-level facts logically entail what is essentially required for the reality 

of macro-level entities. We have seen that this conception of grounding runs into trouble 

when it comes to the grounding of conscious subjects.   

There has recently been a revival of enthusiasm for priority monism, the view discussed 

above according to which the one and only fundamental entity is the cosmos. This revival is 

largely due to a wide-ranging exploration and defence of the view carried out by Jonathan 

                                                      
24 This terms is from Coleman 2006. 
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Schaffer in a number of articles.25 For the priority monist, God created the world by creating 

the cosmos and giving it certain properties. Everything within the universe – particles, 

people, rocks, planets – exists and is the way it is because the universe exists and is the way 

it is. 26 The holistic super-substantivalism discussed above, according to which the universe is 

identical with the whole of space, is one form of priority monism.  

Is priority monism consistent with materialism? Strictly speaking it is not consistent with the 

definition from chapter 2: there we characterised materialism as the thesis that all facts are 

grounded in facts concerning entities at low levels of complexity, whilst according to priority 

monism everything is grounded in facts about the most complex entity. However, the aim of 

this definition was to characterise materialism as an anti-emergentist thesis, and there is a 

clear sense in which priority monism is also an anti-emergentist thesis: all fundamental 

entities reside at a single level of reality. For the priority monist fundamental reality is flat 

rather than layered; it’s just that that flat reality is at the top rather than the bottom. It 

seems to me appropriate, therefore, to make room for priority monism in the definition of 

materialism, which we can do by extending our definition of narrowly material/physical 

facts to include cosmic-level as well as micro-level facts. In this extended definition priority 

monism is a form of materialism; and forms of priority monism that deny the fundamental 

reality of (proto)mentality and value-laden causation are forms of physicalism.   

Priority monism fits naturally with a grounding by subsumption conception of constitutive 

grounding. On such a view, the universe is a fundamental unified whole, and all other 

material entities are aspects of that whole. The adoption of some form of priority monism 

seems to be the most simple and elegant of accommodating the thesis that o-subjects are 

grounded by subsumption.27 We can suppose that the universe is a fundamental unified 

                                                      
25 Schaffer 2007, 2009b, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c, 2010, 2012, 2013. Horgan and Potrč (2008/2012) defend 
existence monism, the more radical view that the cosmos is the only thing which exists. There is a dialogue 
between Schaffer and Horgan and Potrč in Goff 2012. 
26 Schaffer sets up the debate between monists and pluralists, rather than between monists and smallists; 
pluralism being the view that there is more than one fundamental individual. It suits my purposes to set things 
up the way I do, as the empirical argument I develop below has the conclusion that either priority monism or 
smallism is true. Emergentist dualism is a kind of pluralism that is ruled out by this argument. 
27 Priority monism is not the only view that con account for the grounding by subsumption of o-subjects. We 
could imagine the following kind of view: (i) the Milky Way is a fundamental conscious subject, and my 
conscious mind is an aspect of the Milky Way mind, (ii) the universe is an aggregate of galaxy-size subjects. 
However, in the absence of some empirical reason for thinking that there are fundamental unities above the 
biological level but below the cosmic level, cosmopsychism is to be preferred on grounds of theoretical virtue. 
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subject, a bearer of consciousness+, and that states of affairs involving o-subjects having 

such and such states of consciousness+ are aspects of states of affairs of the universe having 

such and such states of consciousness+. The result is a form of the view which has become 

known as ‘cosmopsychism’.28  

Some might be tempted to describe cosmopsychism as ‘idealism.’ But if we can conceive of 

it as a form of Russellian monism then we can equally describe it as a form of materialism. 

For the Russellian cosmopsychist, the cosmos is a material entity, as are the o-subjects it 

subsumes. Whilst physical science describes the causal structure of the cosmos, its deep 

nature is constituted of consciousness+. Neuroscience describes the causal structure of the 

brain, but in its deep nature it is a bearer of consciousness+; and that bearer of 

consciousness+ is an irreducible aspect of the consciousness+ bearing universe. We might 

further spell out the view in terms of the holistic super-substantivilism outlined above. 

(Although I have reservations about the four-dimensionalist view of time that this picture 

pushes one towards, which I will briefly outline in the next chapter).29 

9.3.1 Does cosmopsychism require brute laws? 

Adam Pautz has recently argued that cosmopsychism, and indeed any form of priority 

monism, suffers from the theoretical vice of being a viciously complex theory of the world, 

on accounts of its involving a huge number of ‘big-to-small grounding laws.’ Consider the 

relationship between the determinate state of consciousness+ instantiated by the universe 

right now – call it ‘consciousness+BIG1’ – and the determinate state of consciousness+ 

instantiated by my brain right now – call it ‘consciousness+LITTLE1’. Pautz suggests that the 

cosmopsychist is forced to explain the grounding relationship between these two properties 

                                                      
Furthermore, empirical support for the disjunction of smallism and priority monism (or a hybrid thereof) will 
be given below, which provides further reason to doubt the kind of view just outlined. 
28 Forms of cosmopsychism are proposed by Jaskolla & Buck (2012), Mathews (2011), Itay Shani (2015) and 
Nagasawa & Wager (2016) and Albahari (Forthcoming). There is historical precedent for the view in Green 
(1888), Bradley (1897), and Royce (1901) and Sprigge in (1983, 2006). There are chapters on Green and Royce 
in Sprigge 2006. 
29 What not three-dimensionalist super-substantivilism? The worry is that it’s hard to see how such a view 
could account for the movement of objects, as regions of space don’t move. One could ground by analysis 
certain facts about moving objects in facts about non-moving regions of space. But I would like to also make 
sense of the thesis that irreducible aspects of fundamental reality – such as my conscious mind – can move; 
and this seems inconsistent with those irreducible aspects being identical with regions of space. I am instead 
attracted to the view that material objects are identical with aspects of the cosmos, and space is an 
abstraction from the extension of the cosmos, a bit like lines of latitude and longitude around the Earth.  
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in terms of the brute big-to-small grounding law that if there is something that instantiates 

consciousness+BIG1 then it grounds the existence of something instantiating 

consciousness+LITTLE1.  

Taking this route leads us into trouble, as a huge number of such laws are going to be 

required. For at the next moment the universe will be in another determinate state of 

consciousness – call it consciousness+BIG2 – and I will be in another determinate states of 

consciousness – call it consciousness+LITTLE2; and so we must account for this grounding 

relationship in terms of the big-to-small grounding law that if something has 

consciousness+BIG2 then it grounds the existence of something having consciousness+LITTLE2. 

And so on: for every possible determinate state of the cosmos X and every possible 

determinate state of me Y, it must be a basic law that if something has X then it grounds the 

existence of something having Y. And of course we need to explain not only possible states 

of me, but possible states of any subject, and indeed possible states of any material entity. 

The resulting huge number of grounding laws, Pautz argues, constitute an extreme 

theoretical vice.30   

I deny that such grounding laws are required in a cosmopsychist world. I suspect that Pautz 

feels that they are needed because he is thinking of the fundamental properties of the 

universe as blobby, i.e. lacking in any kind of structure. But on the cosmopsychist view that I 

take seriously, the fundamental properties of the universe have rich structure; although 

each property is fundamentally unified, that unity subsumes many aspects. And the cosmos 

itself, although a fundamental unity, subsumes a huge number of dependent parts as 

aspects. The state of affairs of the universe instantiating consciousness+BIG1 is a unity of 

which the state of affairs of me instantiating consciousness+LITTLE1 is an aspect. There is 

therefore no need to add brute grounding laws in order to get from the former state of 

affairs to the latter; the latter state of affairs is already contained within the former as an 

aspect.31 

                                                      
30 Pautz MS: footnote 47. Pautz accepts that these laws could be grounded in the essences of the properties in 
question, along the lines of the grounding via essence model considered in chapter 2, but argues plausibly that 
this would not remove the vicious complexity. 
31 In this respect, my understanding of monism differs from that of Schaffer, who does postulate grounding 
laws to get from facts about the cosmos to facts about its parts (see Schaffer Forthcoming).  
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Compare with the view discussed above that properties are grounded by subsumption in 

states of affairs, according to which, say, negative charge is an aspect of the state of affairs 

of {electron-e-having-negative-charge}. There is no need to add the brute grounding law 

that if {electron-e-having-negative-charge} exists then it grounds an instance of negative 

charge; an instance of negative charge is already contained within {electron-e-having-

negative-charge} as an aspect. Or compare to the view that my current experience of red is 

an aspect of my overall conscious experience E. There is no need to add the grounding law 

that experiences of such and such a type ground red experiences; the red experience is 

already contained within the overall experience as an aspect. 

However, I would make the following concession to Pautz (and this may be a useful 

clarification): cosmopsychism as I envisage it is no more parsimonious than emergentism. 

The relationship between cosmopsychism and panpsychist emergentism is a bit like the 

relationship between Armstrong’s view of states of affairs and a view according to which 

substrata and properties are fundamental. On Armstrong’s view, properties and substrata 

are not fundamental; states of affairs are fundamental. But states of affairs involve 

properties and substrata as irreducible constituents, and because of this the thesis that 

fundamentally there are substrata-having-properties is no more parsimonious than the 

thesis that fundamentally there are substrata and properties.32 Committing to entities that 

contain properties and substrata as irreducible aspects is as ontologically costly as the 

combined price of a commitment to properties and a commitment to substrata. 

By analogy, compare cosmopsychism and emergentism. For the cosmopsychist, o-subjects 

are not fundamental; the cosmos alone is fundamental. But the cosmos involves o-subjects 

as irreducible constituents. And committing to an entity that contains o-subjects as 

irreducible aspects is just as expensive as committing to fundamental o-subjects. Hence 

cosmopsychism is much more expensive than a view according to which o-subjects can be 

analysed away (just as Armstrong’s view is much more costly than any view according to 

                                                      
32 Perhaps the Armstrong view removes the need for an instantiation relation, but the opposing view might do 
also if it takes it to be a fundamental fact that certain substrata instantiate certain properties. 
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which properties can be analysed away). Unfortunately, o-subjects cannot be analysed 

away; we’re stuck with them.33 

However, I think Pautz’s worry is not really about parsimony, but about elegance. If the 

fundamental properties are the universe are blobby, then any law connecting such a blobby 

property to some complex facts concerning a huge number of entities with such and such 

properties is going to seem arbitrary and unsatisfying; not a good place to stop a theory. In 

fact the cosmopsychist view has reality bottoming out in a single unified state of affairs, 

with rich structure. Moreover, despite being equally matched with respect to parsimony, 

cosmopsychism has an important advantage over emergentism (which we will return to 

below): it is better equipped to deal with the causal exclusion problem. 

9.3.2 The revelation argument 

Whilst I definitely want to deny that o-subjects are grounded by analysis, it could be that 

other features of reality are. Consider the case of micro-level particles. The cosmopsychist 

need not take such things to be conscious subjects. If they are conscious subjects, then they 

are grounded by subsumption in facts about the cosmos. But if they are not, then we 

perhaps have the option of taking them to be grounded by analysis in facts about the 

cosmos. Electrons are characterised in physics by their nomic role. Perhaps that nomic role 

corresponds not a fundamental entity, but to a pattern in the distributional properties of 

the universe, such that all it is for electrons to exist is for that pattern to be instantiated.34 

Whether or not we can give such analyses of all entities other than the cosmos and o-

subjects probably depends on whether we have grounds for thinking that any entities other 

than o-subjects and the cosmos are conscious. Parsimony and common sense urges us not 

to attribute consciousness to inanimate entities (including the cosmos ideally, but on the 

view under consideration that commitment is obligatory). But there may be reasons of 

elegance pushing in the other direction. I have already raised, in the discussion of the 

structural mismatch problem in chapter 8, reasons to think that there is more consciousness 

                                                      
33 Grounding by subsumption gets us a free lunch, but this is only because we have, as it were, incorporated 
lunch into breakfast. My aim is to solve the casual exclusion problem not to save ontological dollars. If subjects 
are irreducible, which I think they are, then they must be paid for handsomely.  
34 Although the nomic role we use to pick out electrons is a priori, the fact (if it is one) that it corresponds to a 
pattern in the distributional properties of the universe – and hence the analysis of what it is for there to be an 
electron – is a posteriori.   
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in the brain that we ordinarily think. And assuming it is not a vague matter whether or not 

something is conscious, the thesis that (apart from the cosmos) only organic entities are 

conscious will inevitably lead to there being implausibly precise cut off points between the 

conditions that are and are not sufficient for the existence of a non-cosmic o-subject. We 

would have to suppose, for example, that some utterly precise change – involving some tiny 

micro-level alteration35 – ensures the transition from non-conscious to conscious foetus; 

and it is going to seem implausibly arbitrary that that utterly precise change was what made 

the difference.36 

For these reasons it seems to me likely that working out the details of the cosmopsychist 

model will involve a commitment to there being conscious subjects in addition to the 

cosmos. Suppose we end up thinking that the micro-level essentially involves consciousness. 

Doesn’t this lead to problems given our commitment to Phenomenal Transparency? For if 

my pain is c-fibre firing, and c-fibre firing essentially involves a huge number of micro-level 

conscious properties, and I have a complete grasp of the nature of my pain, shouldn’t it be 

apparent to me that my pain essentially involves a huge number of micro-level properties? 

This is the so-called ‘revelation argument’ against panpsychism, which I have previously 

levelled against Galen Strawson’s smallist panpsychism, and which Brian Cutter has recently 

raised against my cosmopsychism.37 

To respond to this concern we need to distinguish between different kinds of aspect. For the 

cosmopsychist, the proper parts of the cosmos are aspects of the cosmos; let us call these 

‘mereological aspects’ of the cosmos. But each proper part of the cosmos may itself have 

aspects. The mereological aspect of the cosmos that is the brain is an extremely complex, 

and hence richly structured entity. But we may also suppose that the brain itself has 

aspects: material entities that are, as it were, abstractions from some of the brain’s 

richness. Let us call this second kind of aspect – an aspect of a mereological aspect – a ‘non-

mereological aspect’.  

                                                      
35 Of course assuming cosmopsychism the more fundamental story will be in terms of some utterly precise 
change in the distributional properties of the universe. 
36 I give this argument in much more detail in Goff 2013. 
37 Goff 2006, Cutter 2016. Actually Cutter runs the revelation argument in a slightly different way, which I 
address in footnote 16. See also Chalmers 2016. 
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The cosmos and its parts are particulars, but we can suppose that there is an analogous 

distinction between aspects that are properties. Consider a holistic supersubstantivilist 

world which has the fundamental distributional property of having scarlet polka dots. That 

fundamental property has mereological aspects – those aspects that intuitively are ‘proper 

parts’ of the distribution property – such as the colour scarlet. But those mereological 

aspects may themselves have aspects: properties which, as it were, abstract away from 

some of the richness of the mereological aspect. For example, the property of redness may 

be a non-mereological aspect of the property of scarlet.  

In the cases of subject-sumsumption considered above, we imagined experiences as 

mereological aspects of other experiences. But we might equally suppose that some 

experiences are non-mereological aspects of other experiences, where the latter 

experiences are comparatively rich, and the former experiences abstract away from some of 

that richness. 38 We cannot imagine two experiences standing in such a relationship, but 

there doesn’t seem to be any contradiction or incoherence in the idea. Compare: we cannot 

imagine a four-dimensional object, but such a thing is nonetheless coherent.   

If this all makes sense, then the cosmopsychist should identify o-subjects not with brains, 

but with non-mereological aspects of brains. O-conscious states are not brain states – at 

least not if brains states are the utterly determinate properties of the mereological aspect of 

the cosmos that is the brain; o-conscious states are non-mereological aspects of brain 

states.39  

This supposition solves two problems at once: 

 The structural mismatch problem – In our discussion of the structural mismatch 

problem, we found reason to think that o-conscious states are the deep nature of 

highly rarefied properties of the brain, corresponding to certain information states. 

                                                      
38 Talk of ‘abstractions’ suggests entities that are not fully real, but I don’t mean the word to have this 
implication. For Armstrong, properties are non-mereological constituents of a state of affairs that one attends 
to when one ‘partially considers’ the state of affairs, but they are nonetheless irreducible entities in their own 
right. Similarly on my view, some subjects are non-mereological constituents of other subjects: God perceives 
subjects that are non-mereological aspects by partially considering subjects that are mereological aspects. 
Nonetheless, subjects that are non-mereological aspects are irreducible beings in their own right. 
39 Do aspects of brain states do any causal work? I can see no reason to deny this. The causal exclusion 
problem is motivated by the threat of over-determination, but there is no problematic over-determination 
given that my conscious states are nothing over and above my brain states, and (assuming cosmopsychism) my 
brain states are nothing over and above states of the universe that do the fundamental causal work.  
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We ended that discussion with a question: what is the relationship between o-

conscious states, and the consciousness of more basic states of the brain? We now 

have an answer: basic conscious states in the brain are mereological aspects of the 

cosmos; o-conscious states are non-mereological aspects of those mereological 

aspects.   

 The revelation argument – We now have an explanation of why my experiential 

states do not present themselves as involving a huge number of micro-experiential 

properties. Basic states of the brain do involve experiential states involving a huge 

number of micro-experiential properties, but o-conscious states are non-

mereological aspects of those states that abstract away from most of that richness. 

Thus, the relationship between my consciousness and my brain’s consciousness is 

analogous to the relationship between redness and scarlet. Just as you can know the 

nature of redness without thereby knowing the nature of scarlet – as redness 

abstracts away from some of the specificity of scarlet – so I can have revelatory 

access to the nature of my consciousness without thereby having revelatory access 

to the nature of my brain’s consciousness.40 

9.3.3 Sharing thoughts with the cosmos 

If my pain is an aspect of an aspect of the cosmos, it would seem to follow that my pain is an 

aspect of the cosmos, which seems in turn to imply that the universe feels my pain. And of 

course if that’s right, the same will be true of every other conscious state felt by me or 

anyone else; the universe at each moment instantiates the consciousness had by each and 

every person at that moment. Miri Albahari has argued that this implication of 

cosmopsychism is incoherent. She gives the following example in support of this: 

Consider Fiona’s intense and pervasive fear that she will be annihilated upon death, 

a fear whose first-personal character is partly owed to its mind-dominating nature. 

Goff’s cosmic subject must directly experience not only Fiona’s intense fear of dying 

but also Fred’s overwhelming excitement at his impending reincarnation. Yet 

qualifying just a fraction of the cosmic mind, it’s hard to envisage how each emotion 

                                                      
40 My notion of a non-mereological aspect is somewhat similar to Pereboom’s notion of compositional 
properties (Pereboom 2011: ch. 8). I am extremely grateful to Hedda Hassel Mørch for helping me develop 
these ideas. 
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could, from the personal cosmic perspective, retain their defining first-personal 

characters as intense and dominating, and hence as those particular emotions. It is 

also difficult to conceive of how the cosmic subject could first-personally harbour 

what would, to its singular conscious perspective, be the mass of everyone’s 

contradicting beliefs and identities, e.g. ‘there is only one life’, ‘there is more than 

one life’, ‘I am Fiona’, ‘I am Fred’. These epistemic considerations make Goff’s 

subject-grounding scenario not only unimaginable, but I suggest, incoherent.41   

The first thing to note about Albahari’s objection is that it assumes a strong commitment to 

phenomenal intentionality: the view that intentionality is grounded in consciousness.42 

Indeed, it assumes a fairly strong variety, according to which thoughts are grounded in 

consciousness. An easy way for the cosmopsychist to avoid this objection is just to deny this 

assumption. However, I am myself inclined to this strong form of phenomenal intentionality, 

and hence am not inclined to avoid Albahari’s objection in this way. 

One way of reading this worry is as a version of the Shani/Coleman interpretation of the 

decombination problem, discussed above (indeed, Albahari takes herself to be building on 

these arguments by Shani and Coleman). When we talk about the ‘mind-dominating nature’ 

of Fiona’s fear, we may be referring to something irreducibly phenomenological, with its 

own distinct character. Or we may be referring to the fact that Fiona has fear and nothing 

much other than fear in her conscious mind. On the latter understanding the ‘mind-

dominating nature’ is not itself a conscious state, which the cosmos must share. Rather the 

‘mind-dominating nature’ of the fear is cashed out in terms of the absence of any other 

forceful phenomenology in Fiona’s mind. And the fact that Fiona has ‘fear and no other 

forceful experience’ does not bar her from being subsumed in a more expansive conscious 

mind (which may include other forceful experiences), any more than the fact that my little 

finger is ‘ten grams and no more’ is any bar to its being a part of a body with a much greater 

mass. 

What about the point that the cosmos will involves states of conscious cognition with 

profoundly contradictory content? My reply to that would be: so what? Cosmopsychism 

                                                      
41 Albahari Forthcoming. 
42 Kriegel 2014 is a good collection of essays on phenomenal intentionality.  
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does not entail pantheism. We need not think of the universe as a supremely intelligent 

rational agent. Intelligence and agency and characteristics of highly evolved conscious 

creatures, which the universe is not. It is more plausible that the consciousness of the 

universe is simply a mess. It may be hard for us to imagine a single mind instantiating states 

with such wildly conflicting content, but I see no reason to think that such a thing is 

impossible.  

9.4 Emergence or constitution? 

If the above speculations are coherent, which I freely admit they may not be on closer 

examination, then we have reached a coherent way of making sense of the non-

fundamentality of o-subjects. If we have empirical grounds for thinking that o-subjects are 

indeed non-fundamental, then we will have some support for that picture of the world. In 

this section we will examine whether such empirical grounds exist.    

As discussed in chapter 6, many arguments for physicalism begin with an assertion of the 

causal closure of the micro-physical: the thesis that every caused event has a sufficient 

micro-physical cause. I now want to examine in more detail the evidence philosophers have 

put forth in favour of this thesis, and precisely what picture of the world they lead us to. 

Although causal closure is often appealed to, actual arguments for it are rare. It is fairly 

common to hear philosophers claim that causal closure of the physical is implied by the 

principle of the conservation of energy. Here is Paul Chuchland arguing against non-

epiphenomenalist dualism from the conversation of energy, seeming to equate 

conservation of energy/momentum with causal closure of the physical: 

…as has been known for more than fifty years…[non-epiphenomenalist] forms of 

Dualism…fly in the face of basic Physics itself…since any position that includes non-

physical elements in the causal dynamics of the brain must violate both the law that 

energy is neither created nor destroyed, and the law that the total momentum in 

any closed system is always conserved. In short, you simply can’t get a change in any 

aspect of the physical brain (for that would causally require both energy changes and 

momentum changes) save by a compensatory change in some other physical aspect 

of the brain, which will thereby lay claim to being the cause at issue.  There is simply 

no room in a physical system for ghosts of any kind to intervene in some fashion to 
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change its dynamical behavior.  Any physical system is ‘dynamically closed’ under the 

laws of Physics. (Indeed, it was this very difficulty, over a century ago, that initially 

motivated the desperate invention of Epiphenomenalism in the first place.)43 

This argument is far too hasty. As David Papineau has pointed out, emergent forces, such as 

fundamental biological or mental forces, need not constitute a counterexample to 

conservation principles, so long as those forces act conservatively; so long as they ‘operate 

in such a way as to “pay back” all the energy they “borrow” and vice-versa.’44: 

…the conservation of energy in itself does not tell which basic forces operate in the 

physical universe. Are gravity and impact the only basic forces? What about electro-

magnetism? Nuclear forces? And so on. Clearly the conservation of energy as such 

leaves it open exactly which basic forces exist. It requires only that, whatever they 

are, they operate deterministically and conservatively.45 

In spite of their consistency with conservation of energy, Papineau offers a more careful 

argument against emergent forces. He claims that the fact that cellular biology and 

neurophysiology have never revealed any sign of emergent forces gives us a strong 

inductive case to think that there are no such forces. His argument is worth quoting at 

length: 

During the first half of the century the catalytic role and protein constitution of 

enzymes were recognised, basic biochemical cycles were identified, and the 

structure of proteins analysed, culminating in the discovery of DNA. In the same 

period, neurophysiological research mapped the body’s neuronal activity, and 

analysed the electrical mechanisms responsible for neuronal activity. Together, 

these developments made it difficult to go on maintaining that special forces 

operate inside living bodies. If there were such forces, they could be expected to 

                                                      
43 Churchland 2014. A similar argument is given in Dennett 1991, although I managed to persuade him (whilst 
on a sailing boat in the arctic, as he carved a stick on deck) that the argument doesn’t work for the reasons I 
give here. 
44 Papineau 2002: 252. 
45 Papineau 2002: 259. 
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display some manifestation of their presence. But detailed physiological 

investigation failed to uncover evidence of anything except familiar physical forces.46  

Elsewhere in the same book Papineau explicitly defines the word ‘physical’ in ‘physical 

forces’ to mean ‘identifiable non-mentally-and-non-biologically, or ‘inanimate’ for short.’47 

Hence the claim is that we have good inductive grounds for thinking that everything that 

happens, if it can be causally explained at all, can be explained in terms of laws which 

govern both animate and inanimate entities. There is nothing that happens in cells or bodies 

or brains that could not in principle be causally explained in terms of the laws that apply to 

particles and rock and planets.  

We could put this as the following principle:  

Nomic generality – There is a set of laws that govern both animate and inanimate 

entities – the general laws – such that every event that has a causal explanation can 

be causally explained in terms of those laws.48 

Nomic Generality does not imply that there are no laws that apply only to a subset of 

physical systems, such as biological or mental systems. There may very well be law-like 

generalisations that hold in the biological or mental or sociological realm that fail to hold in 

the inanimate realm. Nomic Generality entails, however, that any token event that can be 

explained in terms of special science laws could also in principle be explained in terms of 

laws that also apply in the inanimate realm. It is no doubt easier to explain sociological 

events, e.g. why the British Labour Party won a landslide victory in 1997, in terms of what 

voters at the time believed and desired, in conjunction with the ‘psychological law’ that 

people tend to do what they want in light of what they believe. But Nomic Generality 

implies that the physical events involved in this happening, e.g. each person’s walking to the 

polling booth and ticking the relevant box, could in principle be explained in terms of laws 

that also apply to inanimate entities.  

                                                      
46 Papineau 2002: 253-4. 
47 Papineau 2002: 41. 
48 To pre-empt a couple of fiddly objections: (i) we can take it that each of these laws governs the behaviour of 
both animate and inanimate entities, (ii) a law can govern the behaviour of an entity without directly applying 
to that entity, for example, by governing the behaviour of its parts.  
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Suppose we do have good evidence for the truth of Nomic Generality, what can we infer 

from it about the fundamental causal workings of the universe? Does Nomic Generality give 

us reason to believe that the fundamental causal workings of the universe reside at the 

micro-level, which would give us reason to doubt priority monism? Actually, I think Nomic 

Generality supports anti-emergentism, where emergentism is understood as the view that 

fundamental properties emerge at specific levels of complexity between the micro and the 

cosmic levels, such as the chemical or the biological. Clearly on this definition of 

‘emergentism’, priority monism is just as much an anti-emergentist view as smallism: for the 

smallist fundamental properties reside only at the micro-level, for the priority monist 

fundamental properties reside only at the cosmic-level. 

Indeed I will argue not only that Nomic Generality gives us no reason to doubt priority 

monism, but that it leads to us a powerful argument to the conclusion that either smallism is 

true or priority monism is true. If, as I have argued, o-conscious facts cannot possibility be 

grounded in micro-level facts, then we reach an argument, partly a priori and partly 

empirical, for the thesis that our conscious states are grounded in facts about the cosmos. I 

will spend the rest of this section outlining this argument. 

The argument depends on a robust realism about causal powers: 

Power Realism – For any law L which governs the universe, the fact that L governs 

the universe is ultimately grounded in the casual powers of some fundamental entity 

or entities. 

Whilst a Humean takes fundamental laws to record brute patterns or regularities which 

obtain among concrete entities, the Power Realist insists that such patterns must be 

explained, and does so in terms of the causal powers of certain fundamental entities. Which 

entities are plausible candidates for being the fundamental entities whose causal powers 

ground the general laws (i.e. the laws that, according to Nomic Generality, govern both 

animate and inanimate entities, and can explain every event that has a causal explanation)? 

Such entities must be capable of determining the behaviour of all entities, both animate and 

inanimate. One plausible candidate is micro-level entities. One could plausibly suppose that 

there are a relatively small number of fundamental micro-level entities that are present in 
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each and every material entity – both animate and inanimate – and that those fundamental 

micro-level entities ground the behaviour and causal structure of each and every material 

entity, making each material entity such as to behave in accordance with the general laws. 

Assuming the coherence of priority monism, another plausible candidate is the cosmos. It 

could be that the casual powers of the universe determine that the universe evolves in 

accordance with the general laws.49 

There don’t seem to be any other plausible candidates, at least not if we are restricting 

ourselves to something non-supernatural. Certainly nothing which exists only in the animate 

realm, e.g. human beings, could plausibly be thought to ground the general laws which 

govern inanimate entities in far off galaxies. And in the inanimate realm there don’t seem to 

be any entities which (i) stand out in such a way as to be plausibly fundamental, and (ii) are 

widely distributed enough to ground laws in terms of which every token event can be 

causally explained. Therefore, I take the following to be a plausible premise: 

Plausible candidates – Assuming materialism, the only plausible candidates for 

fundamental entities the causal powers of which ground the general laws are: (i) 

widely distributed micro-level entities, (ii) the cosmos. 

We are now in a position to argue in the following way: 

Argument for the disjunction of smallism and priority monism 

Premise 1: Nomic generality – There is a set of laws that govern both animate and 

inanimate entities – the general laws – such that every event that has a causal 

explanation can be causally explained in terms of those laws. 

Premise 2: Power realism – For any law L which governs the universe, the fact that L 

governs the universe is ultimately grounded in the casual powers of some 

fundamental entity or entities. 

Premise 3: Plausible candidates – Assuming materialism, the only plausible 

candidates for fundamental entities the causal powers of which ground the general 

laws are: (i) widely distributed micro-level entities, (ii) the cosmos. 

                                                      
49 As Jonathan Schaffer pointed out to me, it could also be that the cosmos and the micro-level divide up the 
laws between them. For the sake of simplicity I will overlook such a possibility, which would presumably be 
ruled out in any case on grounds of inelegance (especially given that we have ruled out the possibility of the 
reality of o-subjects being grounded in the micro-level facts).  
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Conclusion 1 (1st formulation):  Therefore, each general law is grounded either by the 

fundamental cosmos, or by widely distributed fundamental micro-level entities.50 

This does not quite get us to the disjunction of smallism and priority monism, as Conclusion 

1 is consistent with there also being fundamental entities at levels in between micro and 

cosmic levels, e.g. fundamental biological and mental entities.  

However, we can bring in familiar causal exclusion considerations (from chapter 6) to 

complete the argument as follows: 

Conclusion 1 (2nd formulation):  Each general law is grounded either by the 

fundamental cosmos, or by widely distributed fundamental micro-level entities, or 

both. And therefore everything that happens can be causally explained in terms of 

the causal powers of certain micro-level entities, or in terms of the causal powers of 

the cosmos. It follows that any property that is not either a micro-level property or a 

cosmic-level property is either (i) epiphenomenal, (ii) non-fundamental, or (iii) has its 

effects problematically over-determined either by the causal powers of certain 

micro-level entities or by the cosmos.51 

[Problematic over-determination: Property p has its effects problematically over-

determined iff (i) p is fundamental and (ii) for any event e that can be causally 

explained in terms of instances of p, e can also be causally explained in terms of 

instances of some wholly distinct fundamental property] 

Premise 4: There are no epiphenomenal properties. 

Premise 5: There are no properties that have their effects problematically over-

determined. 

Conclusion 2: Therefore, for any fundamental property p, p exists at either the micro-

level or the cosmic-level. 

Premise 6: All fundamental individuals instantiate at least some fundamental 

properties. 

                                                      
50 As I point out in the last footnote, the general laws could be grounded by both the cosmos and micro-level 
entities, but I am setting this possibility on one side. 
51 Or some combination of the two (see last two footnotes) 
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Conclusion 3 – Therefore, for any fundamental individuals i, i exists at either a micro-

level entity or the cosmos.52 

According to the cosmopsychist view outlined above, states of affairs involving o-conscious 

minds are aspects of – and hence nothing over above – states of affairs involving the 

universe. Consequently the actions of o-subjects are aspects of – and hence are nothing 

over and above – the ‘actions’ of the universe.  The causal exclusion problem is avoided. 

How can the universe do anything if there is nothing outside of it for it to act on? The idea is 

that the causal powers of the universe result in its changing itself from moment to moment. 

For the cosmopsychist this is the fundamental causal story of reality, in which all other 

causal stories are grounded. 

How can the commitment to Power Realism in the above argument be justified? The 

alternative is Humeanism, which I take to be the view that fundamental reality does not 

involve causal powers or natural necessity.53 For the power realist, the fundamental 

regularities that obtain in the world are to be explained in terms of the causal powers of 

objects. But for the Humean, fundamental regularities are brute and unexplained. Galen 

Strawson has argued that this implication of Humeanism is deeply implausible: 

According to [Humeanism] ..., the regularity of the world’s behaviour is, in a clear 

sense, a complete and continuous fluke. It’s not just that we don’t know whether or 

not there is any reason for it in the nature of things. According to [Humeanism], 

there is definitely no reason for it in the nature of things.54 

The objection to [Humeanism] ... is that the theory is utterly implausible in asserting 

categorically that there is no reason in the nature of things for the regularity of the 

world ... it is absurd to say – to insist – that there is definitely no reason in the nature 

of things why regularity rather than chaos ... occurs from moment to moment. Such 

                                                      
52 We could run the argument with premise 2 expressing a commitment to the Armstrong-Dretske-Tooley view 
(Armstrong 1978, 1983, Dretske 1977, Tooley 1977) that there are ‘strong laws’ that ground all ‘weak laws’ 
(weak laws being all law-like regularities in the universe). Premise 3 would then state that the strong laws that 
ground the general laws plausibly concern either micro-level entities or the cosmos. In footnote 23 I expressed 
reservations about the Armstrong-Dretske-Tooley view. 
53 Or the Armstrong-Dretske-Tooley commitment to strong laws. I express reservations about this view in 
footnote 23; but in any case the above argument could be set up in terms of this view, as I explain in the last 
footnote. 
54 Strawson 1987: 21. 
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a view is typical dogmatically anti-realist overshoot: a strict empiricist 

epistemological claim about what we can observe flowers into a vast and spectacular 

metaphysical claim about the nature of things.55 

Explanation has to end somewhere. But the Humean seems to stop with something which 

cries out for explanation. Why on earth does the universe continue from moment to 

moment to respect Schrodinger’s equation? If there is nothing in the nature of things to 

ensure that it does so, then isn’t it an implausible fluke that, out of all the possible ways the 

universe might evolve in the next moment, it continues – in that moment, and the next and 

the next… – to behave in such a way as to respect a quite specific set of rules?  

I am sympathetic to this argument, but it is arguably rooted in a dynamic conception of 

time, according to which new states of affairs are continuously coming into being (for the 

cosmopsychist dynamist these would be new states of affairs involving the three-

dimensional cosmos). Assuming this kind of view, we require an explanation as to why the 

states of affairs that keep coming into existence always do so in a way that respects a quite 

specific set of laws. But if we adopt the four-dimensionalist view that fundamental reality is 

four-dimensional ‘block’ of spacetime, such that the entire 4D block is an intuitive sense ‘all 

there’ from the God’s eye point of view, then there seems no reason why there should not 

be certain patterns across that block. If we suppose that simpler and more elegant states of 

affairs are more probable, then we might even suppose that it is more likely that the block 

universe will be regular rather than chaotic. 

Whether or not Humeanism is a plausible option may then depend, among other 

considerations, on whether we adopt a dynamic or a static view of time. In the next chapter 

I offer some support for a dynamic, presentist view of time. But in any case, causal exclusion 

concerns have little force for the Human. For the Humean causation is simply a matter of 

certain regularities obtaining, or certain counterfactuals being true. If the relevant 

regularities/counterfactually-defined relationships required for causation hold between 

some micro-level event and my avoidance behaviour, and also between my pain and my 

avoidance behaviour, then the two causal stories can both co-exist in harmony. There is no 

                                                      
55 Strawson 1987: 21-22. Cf. Chalmers 2012: 336-40. Strawson dislikes the word ‘Humeanism’, as he believes it 
to be based on a misinterpretation of Hume. I take no stand on this issue, but continue to use the word in 
what has become its standard sense. 
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need to suppose that the two stories need compete to be the real causal story. It is only if 

we take causation to be an irreducible relation of one event bringing another into existence 

that systematic over-determination becomes improbable. It is a strange coincidence if all 

the events my conscious mind brings into existence are also brought into existence by 

distinct entities at some other level.56 

Thus, for the regularity theorist, the truth of Nomic Generality would give us little or no 

reason to deny emergentism. Considerations of economy may count against it, but these 

consideration fall away once we give up the possibility of analysing away o-subjects. It is 

only when combined with Power Realism that Nomic Generality gives strong support to the 

disjunction of smallism and priority monism, and hence rules out emergentism. 

Turning finally to Nomic Generality itself, I am somewhat agnostic as to whether or not we 

currently have a strong inductive case for accepting it. Andrew Melnyk has argued in some 

detail that we have strong inductive case that what goes on at the chemical and biological 

level can be explained in terms of laws that hold quite generally. However, he reluctantly 

concedes that our sciences of the mind are not yet advanced to the extent that we can have 

confidence that the same is true of the mental level: 

It would be really impressive if we could take a relatively specific and detailed fact 

about the (human) mind, such as that most people are much better at figuring out 

what follows from premises of the form ‘All Fs are Gs, and all Gs are Hs’ than they 

are at figuring out what follows from premises of the form ‘All Fs and Gs, and no Hs 

are Fs,’ and then show that exactly this pattern of response to presented premise 

pairs was to be expected, given our knowledge of neuronal behaviour, and of the 

human brain’s neuronal composition and arrangement. If we could achieve this feat, 

and others like it, we would be in a position, with regard to the mind, analogous to 

the position that, as we saw earlier, we are actually in with regard to the heart: with 

the brain demonstrably capable (solely in virtue of its cellular constitution) of doing 

mind-like things, we could then argue that construing the mind as more than 

                                                      
56 O’Conner and Churchill (2010) also argue that the causal exclusion argument has no force against the 
Humean. 
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physical or physically realised was a hypothesis of which we have no need. Alas, we 

are not yet able – as far as I am aware – to achieve such feats as this.57 

Of course I don’t agree with Melnyk’s view as to what we could conclude if we were able to 

give the kind of neurophysiological explanations referred to above. Perhaps we would have 

evidence that the mind is nothing over and above the material, but this is perfectly 

consistent with Russellian monism. What I think these neurophysiological successes would 

give us reason to believe is the following disjunction: either the causal powers of the mind 

are nothing over and above causal powers instantiated at the micro-level, or the causal 

powers of the mind are nothing over and above causal powers instantiated at the cosmic-

level.58 Given that we have strong a priori reason to think that o-subjects are something 

over and above anything going on at the micro-level, we would be forced to the second 

disjunct.  

I am not sure whether Melnyk is right that we don’t yet have sufficient grounds for holding 

that Nomic Generality applies even to the mind, or that Papineau is right that we do 

currently have such evidence. My claim is rather about what would follow if there were 

evidence for Nomic Generality, either now or at some future time. Specifically my claim is 

the following: 

Conscious subjects are irreducible, and hence o-conscious facts are not grounded in 

micro-level facts. As a result, if Power Realism is true, then evidence for Nomic 

Generality is evidence that o-phenomenal facts are grounded in facts about the 

cosmos.59 

9.5 The incredulous stare 

Panpsychism is becoming more acceptable in the analytic philosophy community, but one 

still finds oneself receiving the odd incredulous stare (or worse!). No doubt it will be even 

harder to persuade analytic philosophers to take seriously the thesis that the universe has 

experience.  

                                                      
57 Melnyk 2003: 282. 
58 Or some combination of the two (see footnotes 49-51). 
59 I am implicitly assuming here that o-phenomenal properties are neither epiphenomenal nor micro-level 
properties. 
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It is important to divide such resistance into two categories:  

 The view that it is incoherent to attribute experience to basic particles/the universe. 

 The view that it is deeply counter-intuitive to attribute experience to basic 

particles/the universe. 

With regards to the first kind of resistance, the onus is on resisters to make a case that the 

determinable of consciousness has essential features that could not possibly be instantiated 

by basic particles/the universe. For example, it could be argued that consciousness 

necessarily involves intentionality, and that intentionality necessarily involves certain forms 

of behaviour not exhibited by basic particles/the universe. But on the face of it, experience 

seems to be an extremely flexible determinable that could exist in very basic forms, perhaps 

more basic than we are able to imagine. The adoption of panpsychism involves a 

‘Copernican revolution’ with respect to consciousness, after which we conceive of o-

consciousness as an extremely rare, highly evolved form of experience, with little in 

common with the consciousness filling most of the universe.  

What of the second kind of resistance? It is important to bear in mind that the intuitive 

resistance to panpsychism reflects at least in part its cultural connotations. It has a ‘new 

age’ feel, and no doubt in popular culture it has been defended for less than rigorous 

reasons. But it should go without saying that just because a view has been defended with a 

bad arguments, it does not follow that there is not also a very good argument for that same 

position. And when matters are looked at plainly, panpsychism, or indeed cosmopsychism, 

is no more profligate or problematic than many other views analytic metaphysicians are 

happy to take seriously. If we are serious about having our best guess at what reality is like, 

we should be careful not to be affected by such cultural associations, which are surely not 

relevant to serious metaphysics. We should not get lost in flights of fancy, but we should 

approach the arguments without prejudice.   

Indeed, once we have removed the cultural resistance to cosmopsychism, the motivations 

can be seen to be continuous with those that have in recent times drawn philosophers to 

physicalism. In 1959 the physicalist pioneer J. J. C. Smart made the following bold 

declaration: 
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[S]cience is increasingly giving us a viewpoint whereby organisms are able to be seen 

as physico-chemical mechanisms….There does seem to be, so far as science is 

concerned, nothing in the world but increasingly complex arrangements of physical 

constituents. All except for one place; in consciousness…. That everything should be 

explicable in terms of the laws of physics…except the occurrence of sensations 

seems to me to be frankly unbelievable.60 

In fact the physical sciences tell us nothing about the concrete categorical nature of the 

material world, and hence nothing that rules out the ubiquity of consciousness. But the 

physical sciences do have authority concerning the causal structure of fundamental reality. 

If the behaviour of organisms turns out to be entirely explicable in terms of general laws, we 

must infer that human and animals minds are not, at a fundamental level, involved in 

shaping the causal evolution of the material universe. Rather the fundamental motor of 

reality is located at either the micro or the cosmic level. 

It may well be that science is telling us that human subjects are not fundamental. But we 

know from philosophy that conscious subjects are irreducible. The only theory that can 

account for both of these data is one according to which o-subjects are grounded by 

subsumption. And the most promising form of such a view is cosmopsychism.  

 

                                                      
60 Smart 1959: 142. 


